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The country air feels freshest early on
an April morning. As you step briskly fo rward over
patches of light frost melting in the firs t ~arm
sunbeams, you are impelled to w~istle some llt~le
tune and you are in just the rl ght frame of mlnd
to sympathi ze with a stage in life which besets
most of us at some time or other. It is between
the idiocy of youth and the unruffled co~o~ sense
of maturity; it embraces a last chance splrlt of
devil-may-care, which in turn portends the onset of
middle age.
Dismissing the thought, you skip on through
t he woods this early April morning and come upon an
astonishing scene: In a clearing there is a cluster
of men and women on horseback milling about . At a
short distance you see a pack of panting hounds
tended by a huntsman mounted on a big black Irishbred gelding; nearby are the wh ippers-in, his helpers,
all smartly clad in hunt livery of rust and green.
Steam rises in clouds from the tired but still
excited horses and hounds, which, as it happens,
have just been running a very game red fox for close
to an hour. Occasional snorts from the horses
punctuate the voices of the riders, sharp and clear
in the cool mornine stillnesA. Thesp. pp.ople are the
followers of the Foxhounds, and they are chatting
enthusiastically ab out the morning's chase.
Later, on other morning walks you may meet
the Hunt again; you may even go and look for them
as I did. Even so, the wonde~ of the old-fashion~d
transplanted to the Space Age is not diminished . If
you watch enough times you might be captivated by
the excitement of fox hunting.
. To be tru thful, I was more than captivated
in my t lme . I watched them one early morning and
was spellbound . Much later, after coming upon me
so often in the woods, the members must have felt
the usual sympahty of horsemen for a man on foot
so they kindly invited me to get a horse and joi~
them.
The acquisition of all the equipment and
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costume was a project of major proportions, not - ~
mention the horse. And when it was all at last
accomplished, I found myself the target of nas ty
jokes from myoId race track friends, for beco m ' T~
involved with jumpers.
Nature intended horses to walk, trot a.!::.!.
run, one racing buff maintained empirically. T
make a horse jump was t he height of foolishness __
invitation to disaster. "You're sure to end up
wi th a. broken neck," he would conclude with an e_gaging chuckle .
There was some substance to his point
v iew, I admitted. But, on the other hand, I had
always marveled at the foolishness of the horse,
not the rider. Why does such a big beautiful an: submit to the control of human beings so obviou s~
inferior to himself?
It is certainly true that for centurie ~
horses have been trained by humans for rid i ng ,
driving, and many other purposes including jump ~~
So I always pointed out to my empiric acqua.i nta
that jumping is only as hazardous a s t he horse aL!
rider together make it. Some hor ses , I told him
jump quite naturally; in fact upon seeing a fen cE
they accelerate with what seems to be joyful an ~
pation. Then, with perfect timing they glide o v~
the obstacle and land well beyond, smoothly in s
There are also other horses which re ga:~
each fence as a hostile challenge, fraught with
mysterious dangers. These horses will try to av -the obstacle by changing direction, usually with ~
ducking and veering motion apt to unocat the ridE_When pressed, they will approach the fence with ~
gradual but stubborn deailer ation . In spite of
forceful applicati on s of the crop, they tend to sdead a t the fence, peering first under then over .~
With curses and further encouragement from the r ~~
they may leap ve rtically from a standsti~l, cle ~~
the dangerous obstacle by several feet, In case -should suddenly grow higher all by itself. The c_landing which follows is far from graceful.
In between these extremes all other j ump=

4h6
bo~h hor~es

and ri~ers can be classed, many of them
belng .qulte unpredlctable and inconsistent. So,
one .mlg~t say that. the foolishness of tho paotime
varles lnversely wlth the discretion of the rider.
It was one of those unpredictable ones
that I happened to be riding in a crisp Arpil morning hunting scene like the one you bumbled into at
the beginning of this paper. I had been able to
buy Hot Springs, as he was called, at the race
track the year before for a remarkably low price
because he showed such hostility toward the environment there. Before venturing out in the Hunt with
him , I had found that he would sometimes leap
happily over an obstacle, while other times he had
to be persuaded; occasionally he would try stumbling
over or charging through with the idea of knocking
the ob stacle down.
But everything considered, it being his
first season and mine as well, he had been an
adequate hunter. Neither of us had broken anything
except some old wooden fences. As the Hunt paused
on this beautiful April morning a decade or so ago,
I wondered what I could do with the horse after thi s
final hunt and before it became too hot to ride
anymore until Fall.
At this moment Mr. Til son , a guest up from
Lexington for the morning's sport, greete d me,
c a sually touching his cap with his hunt crop, as is
the custom of hunters. While our horses enchanged
further gree tings by biting one another and entangling
their bridles, Mr. Tilson asked me with a strange
smile if I intended to enter any of the Hunt Races
on the Midwest Circuit, now that hunting was over
for the season.
I had never thought of steeplechasing as
being quite my thing and I told him so. But after
some persuasive conversation, the details of which
I have forgotten, Tilson established the existence
of a duty to fill the races, which were always short
of entries. From what little I knew of the spor~
the shortage seemed perfectly unaerstandable. Slnce
considerable training was required, I pleaded,
reasonably, lack of qualification of my horse,
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the first race meet, at Lexington, was t o
the very next week. Subsequent procrasti n~
was sure, would take care 01 the restof - ~=
Oircuit, wherever it might be.

But Mr. TilRon was determined to obtair
a new recruit. He informed me that at Lexington:
would not need my horse at all . He went on to IDa:me feel somehow that I was the only rider who wobe able to handle his second steeplechaser, a mar=
named Eugene.
"You'll be riding in the same race wi t l:
me, and I'll tell you just what to do and when t
do it. It'll be just like riding in the Hunt, "
he assured me pleasantly. He would set a comfort-pace himself, and I would ride Eugene right along
beside him and a little to the rear, "to make h:' ~
hOI'se jump better. " Eugene, he said, was a rock : -:.
chair jumper suitable for a little girl in the
hunting field. He further revealed that the Lexington race course was the safest on the circuit
cross-country, only a few very low jumps, and
unsurpassed footing all the way a round. Under
these circumstances, it did seem rather ridiculo '~
to deny my wife and myself a delightful week end
brunches and hunt balls, climaxed by a little
friendly rivalry in the tradition of the ante-be South.
The following Saturday found us amo ng a
contingent from Oincinnati which had gone down t
Lexington mostly for the parties. The majority
regarded the forthcoming afternoon of standing on
a windswept hillside watching the r aces as a sor
of obligatory adjunct to the party invitations , ~v_
the purpose of achieving a respectable thirs t.
It was rather late in the morning that --arose from our beds at the Stables Motel, having
a tt ended a welcome party at the Hunt Club the ni g;:~
before . Bleary-eyed we drove through snow squal_ s
several miles back into the hill country to attent
a brunch in honor of the riders and out of town
guests.
Sometime later, fortified with lambfrie s
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and courbon, Tilson took me to the ra ce course which
was nearby, and suggested that I walk over part of
it with him. It was then that I began to wonder
what in the world I was doing there. Although the
snow had stopped, there was an inch on the ground
which was soggy underneath, making for the most
hazardous footin g imaginable. In fact station
wagons full of r ace goers were already getting
stuck on their way to the parking area on top of
the hill. Far from being the informal gallop in
hunting attire that I had been led to expect , this
was obviously a function wellplanned and publicized
in advance, which the weather would not be able
to stop.
A strong wind brought tears to our eyes
as we climbed the hill. Below we could see parts
of the race course, over three miles long, marked
with colored flags, red on the left, white on the
right, as it wound over the countryside . A paddock
was roped off on one s ide, and a brightly striped
tent was pitched next to it for the jockeys. Near
the finish line was a scale for weighing in and out;
I idly wondered, as people often do, whether we
weighed out before and in after, or in before and
out after . Over a loudspeaker a commentator was
turning out glib patter about the r aces and participants.
Inasmuch as I had expected the event to
be "just like riding in the Hunt", all of these
professional looking appointments were a distinct
surprise, as was the ambulance parked for easy egress.
Tilson belittled the ambulance as an unnecessary
precaution, noting that the attendants always spent
the afternoon in the back playing cards. I remained
silent, thinking how could I possibly back out.
When Tilson handed me a duplicate of his racing
silks to change into, I was further filled with foreboding. But some strange force pushed me on.
Mercifully our race was the first on the
program; I could not have waited through the whole
afternoon believing as I did that a catastrophe of
some sort was inevitable. Presently six horses
were led into the paddock, and, in a daze, I was
boosted up onto one of them, coming to rest in a
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saddle obviously designed for someone much smal~ e
than I. It was entirely inadequate to seat me DC
the manner to which I was accustomed, nor could - stirrup leathers be adjusted to the length of my
legs. Instead I had to tuck my feet up next t o.=thighs, a most uncomfortable and prec~rious ~os: ~
on horseback. Disregarding my complalnts! TlI s 7
said all this was as it should be for raclng, aL~
I should simply shut up and follow him.
In no time at all a hunting horn sounde:
and we began the parade to the post. With a sou; .
of reassurance I noticed how restlessly the othe_
horses pranced around and how well behaved and ~ was my mount, the mare Eugene.
Tilson, just in front of me, turned ha~
way around in his saddle to callout my instruc- ~~B::~
"When we get over to where the starter -just move up next to me. Then we'll all be abr e~
and moving forward. When the man drops the flag
rhe r ace is on. I'll set the pace", he continue"you stay on my right and half a length beh ind,
you hear?"
For affirmation I could only nod my hea:
because I had fastened my chin strap so tight t tzhe couldn 't have pried my mouth open with a chi s- It had struck me as important that my helmet sh not, because of looseness, fly off before it w er~
needcd.
The initial terrors of the r ace were i~ ~
but short-lived. The flag went down for a very
ragged start. I learned later that on the Midwe_
Circuit it was considered impossible to stop t he
horses and get them back for a re-start anyway.
But after a short distance all six horses were
galloping abreast as they should have been at t L=
start. I tried to hold Eugene to the right rear
of Tilson, but she preferred a more dominant pos : ~ 
As we slithered through the mud and snow the fir sjump 'came into view . It was a solid panel of
native oak, ten feet wide and four feet high . T,tc
was room for maybe three to jump abreast, certair-not six . Sensing such a limitation, Eugene, with
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irrepressible determination, took the lead by a
length . As we approa~hed the formida bl e fence, ohc
swer ved left in front of all the other horses,
including Tilson's, throwing them offstride at the
worst possible moment for them. Eugene saild on
over the jump triumphantly, though at an angle.
Tilson and some other unfortunates went down.
Eugene went on to set a blistering pace
which , of course, she could not hold, but which I
di d not have the strength to rate until she tired.
We slid several times in the snow, and as she plunged
through a swollen stream crossing she went down on
her front knees in the torrent. She quickly recovered but not before we were both sloshed by a
wall of icy water. Then, galloping on refreshed,
she flew the jumps in great rhythmic leaps, and I
began to feel a thrilling sensation which grew and
grew, and which eventually took me around the Midwest
Circuit for quite a number of years.
Long before the race wasover Eugene was out
of gas; two horses passed her but she was an uncontested third. Tilson and the other riders
remounted and finished without complaint. On the
Mi dwest Oircuit no one ever complains to the Stewards,
and even though Tilson was re grettably fouled by
his own entry, he had in fact accomplished his
purpose. He had brought in a new recruit for the
Oircuit .
The next race meet on the Oircuit was
s cheduled two weeks later close to home on an old
farm owned by a Joint-Master of the Oamargo Hunt.
Upon our return from Lexington I set about getting
Hot Springs ready to race in the short time available;
the substance of my program was cross-country galloping
and in increas e in oat rations.
The Oamargo races began many years a&o
as an annual mixed event fo r lady and gentlemen
riders, usually in twos between designated points.
Originally' it had been called a Point-to-Point Race,
a term which connotes less competition than Steeplechase. In addition to spee d in that kind of race,
a good knowledge of the country is req~ired in order
to cover the distance in the fastest tlme by the
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shortest route. In the early Oamargo years infor mality was the order of the day; in fact some of
the younger partners would ge t lost in the wood s
to ge ther on the way around. It was always a ga: ~
finale to the hunting season , without much i'ani'a:.: =
or many spectators, but with a big bash afterwa~
euphemistically called a Hunt Tea. The tea tab_=
was not easy to find. Setting the tone was Mr. DeGray Vanderbilt, re splendent in thre a dbare
scarlet. He coul d be seen in the forefront at ~
race and at the party, his cigarette in a long
holdG~ clenche d beneath his beautifully waxed
moustache.
In later years, unfortunately, the lad i=began to drop out as t he races gradually became
more competitive. The character of the race
changed abruptly one year when some rowdy MidwesCircuit riders from out of town entered to let ~~
their ho rses in between dates. The rac e starte-normally, unremarkable until half way around whe _ _
there was a small wood en gat e . Four hors es were
running flat out acros s the field toward the ga~ =
p osts, each one intending to ge t through fi rst.
None succeeded and a ll went down in a heap . The
op ening was probably too n a rrow, but no one knO ~2
becaus e , through an omission on the part of the
race committee, the gnte was not open, but clos e~_
From the low point of this debacle, the
Camargo races grew to be an important date on t ~=
Midwest Circuit with t he usual format of four or
five steeplechase races, but always with one big
difference from the othe r race meets . The mast e_ remained adamant about preserving the atmosphere -a small private hunt fixture. No commercialism =_
semi- official wagering was a llowed, and a minimu=
number of spectators other than Hunt membe r s wer s
admitted. The publicity release was traditiona :~
limited to a chilling five or six lines on the
Enquirer Society Page .
The new course was the tightest on the
circuit, laid out by t he owner to favor his own
horses which were slow but somewhat maneuverable.
Most other horses were apt to run off course bec a~=
they couldn't negotiate the sharp turn s . The pa ce
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of the winner had to be slow, not only for the
turns, but for the footing, our deep wet clay,
sparsely covered with weeds and dead crabgrass .
Spills were many but injuries few, thanks to the
softness of the mud. The races were traditionally
and appropriately narrated in the precise ponderous
tones of Peter Grant, who would take the day off
from his radio station.
The event in which I first rode Hot
Springs at the Camargo Races was for H~avyweights.
I chose this race not because of my welght, but
because the Race Chairman, distraught as usual at
the lack of entries, was about t o cancel the r ace ;
I thought, mistakenly as it turned out, that with
only two horses in the race, I would at least come
in second. In order to make the weight of two
hundred pounds, I found extra lead to use in the
lead pad I had borrowed, but ended up carrying
stones in my pockets as well.
It rained all the night before and the
morning of the race day, causing our clay soil to
be even deeper and gummier than usual in April.
Hot Springs, never a mudder, was upset from the
beginning, and irritable too, having been overworked
and undertrained. In a burst of extravagance, I
had hired a part-time groom, the unforgettable
Patrick O'Toole of Twightwee, to help me for the
day . O'Toole, delighted at the pnEpect of undercover wagering with his cronies, was not intimidated
by Hot Springs' demeanor. Vas tly overconfident
he was instead aflame with uncalled for optimis~
.'"md an undetermined amount of alcohol •
. ~he
a~ter ll~lng

start of our race was premature, because,
up for the start, Hot Springs, in a
flt of dlspleasure, possibly at my weight bore
straight for the starter at a full gallop: The flag
went down as the frightened man ducked for cover
and fell, in juring his ankle, and the race was on.
With this favorable development Hot Springs
took the lead by several lengths. The firs t two
jumps were low so Hot Springs chose not to crash
through them. Instead, slowing down too suddenly
he slid into them on the greasy soil, then popped
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over just in time to avoid the crash. Around the
first turn he slid badly again and nearly went
down. At the third jump, back toward the spect a~=_
who were now separated from us by a wire fence
except where the jump itself was, Hot Springs
decided he had just had enough of this insanity.
He stopped dead, refu sing to jump. The other h o~=
in the race sailed by, his rider nonchalant to t~=
point of lighting a cigar as he galloped slowly
and safely around the rest of the course alone.
In the meantime, I tried twice, three
time s, four times to get Hot Springs over the
obs tacle. Each time he refused. Finally O'Too le
appeared in a rage, so I let him take my seat an "
try to ge t the horse over himself. But he woul d
not jump; undoubtedly he was smarter than we. A:
the end of the day we cut a hole in the wire fencto let him through. By that time all the cars,
people and horses had gone . Late r some friends
told me that they had never before seen a horse
refuse in the middle of a race. The observatio n
was meant to indicate p olitely that my horse,
though a loser, was indeed unique.
I probably would not have gone on with
Hot Springs if we had not been asked to lend oup~
to a new race meet being held for the first time
in Columbus that year. The people up there had
been laying out a course, and although they were
new at it, their arrangements were believed to be
elaborate in hopes that it would become an annu a~
affair. There was to be only one race at the en"
of the day, as the climax to a program of horse
show events. In view of the important r aces COill_'_Up at Louisville and Nashville none of the other
circuit riders would go ; some of them also reje c- 2
the idea of a combined horse show and race meet.
Nevertheless with a few local entries and mysel f
the Columbus people felt that the race could be
run anyway.
O'Toole, with Hot Springs in a rented
trailer, preceded me by a day so that I could at-- to other commitments. Upon arrival an hour before
race time my wife and I were met by an O'Toole i n
semi-drunken despondency . DolefulJyand thickly he
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told us the course had been marked in reverse, the
white flags on the left and the red flags on the
right, and how it ran through an unmown hayfield
with timothy up to his knees, except for a short
distance along a rutted path strewn with stones
and broken bottles. An inspection of the premises
proved that his report was not exaggerated, but
the grateful welcome accorded us by the race committee precluded scratching. As in Lexington, I
f elt almost a captive when informed that there
were only two other entries, one doubtful, and that
with out us the race could not be run.
At post time O'Toole boosted me up with
warnings to ride cautiously in order to keep Hot
Springs uninjured for our forthcoming expeditions
into Kentuck y and Tennessee, which only he seemed
to be anticipating with certainty. In the paddock
I saw just one other (quote) jockey (unquote) in
silks, a boy of about fourteen on a slick little
thoroughbred built for speed. I wondered where
the third entry could be.
I soon saw, with dismay, as we moved to
the post, that the third entry was a fraIl looking
lady, moderately aged, mounted side-saddle on a
handsome gray halfbred hunter. She was beautiful
in formal riding attire with top hat and a heavy
veil which not only concealed her features but which
must have made the outlook quite dim even though
it was a bright sunny day.
In hasty reappraisal, I could figure only
one way to cope with this situation; that the young
boy had reached the same conclusion became evident
when the race began on a courteous ladies-first
basis.
Determined to be gentlemen, the boy and I
galloped slowly through the weeds at a gentle pace,
pausing before each jump for the lady to pass
between us. It mu st have been a colorful sight
for the spectators. Hot Springs, enchanted, entered
into the spirit of things, bucking several times
after each jump and kicking up his heels as I
restrained him. Truthfully the lady was quite a
sport and enjoyed it, but at the third to last
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jump, confused by her veil but maybe on purpose
she ran abruptly off course at right angl e s and
disappeared.
Suddenly shedding the cloak of ge ntil ~~
the young boy seized the opportunity to run f or
the trophy, which turned out actually, to be a ~
ribbon, not a silver bowl. Hot Springs and I ~c showered with stones and bits of broken glass a~
the boy's horse dug in. Spurred by htis indi gn~
and undaunted by the foo ting, Hot Springs took
a i 'ter him at a correspondingly wreckles s speed
without my having to resort to the bat.
Turning back into the hayfield, Hot
Springs snuck up on the inside so that we ran
abreaRt at sprint speed into the second to last
jump, just visible in the weeds. Hot Springs
sailed out magnificently and landed two stride s
ahead; at the same instant I heard the boy's h o_~
bang the top rail resoundingly.
But in a few more seconds, just before last jump, the boy's horse had caught up on the
flat. Then Hot Springs again flew the jump in
s tride; the little gelding, out jumped, banged h~~
forelegs loudly and I)a .h d'l.Jlly R. second time. T'r -time there was no catching up with us.
At the finish line O' Toole danced a k ~
of drunken jig, his jubilance undimmed by the f~_
that in our first win, we had beaten only an 0_lady and a young boy. I must have been please d
myself because any apprehension about Louisvil le
vanished, and in a euphoric mood I booked O'To o~=
for the following Saturday.
The historic O~noor Steeplechase, hel d
annually just outside of Louisville, is unusual
for this part of the world. The atmosphere is
probably more like that of an English country r 2: =
meet than any other in Amp-rica, for the very go reason that a studied and thoroughly self-cons c~:
effort is made in that direction . Nevertheles s
it is Kentucky. The result is a bizarre combina~~
of formality and informality applied to a ~port
_
which by the very incongruity of its locatlon, EL~
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steeplechasing on the banks of the Ohio, attracts
a tremendous gallery of curiosity seekers from the
adjacent metropolis. Escaping eastward on U.S. 60
from a city which by anyone ' s standards is most
uncosmopolitan, they suddenly come upon this
strikingly unfamiliar scene. Being accustomed to
the comparative formality of Churchill Downs, the
1'ans wander in at a dollar a head just to see what
kind of races these might be. This unruly group
meanders about the course all afternoon guzzling
beer or soft drinks laced with bourbon .
More .furmal in dl:3pect is the special
grandstand of boxes filled with the local gentry,
correctly dressed in English tweeds. Serving them
is a roving bookie who speaks strong cockney, purposely unintelligible.
With it s instinct for survival, the Oxmoor
Committee has discovered over a period of years
that a few spectacular spills thrill the crowd
more than anything else during the afternoon, and
thrills bring them back next year. Accordingly
the obstacles are constructed severely high and
very solid . Some of the horses are always brought
down, but there is rarely a serious injury, perhaps
because at that time of year the ground, as in
Cincinnati, has usually been softened by the rain.
Flushed with our victory in Columbus and
unaware of the Oxmoor as accident prone, we arrived
in Louisville with undue confidence, dismissing
the height of the fences as a local eccentricity.
The race program, printed in type authentically
copied from the Grand. National's, revealed the
names and pertinent data of the four horses in our
race . Of the other three, we heard around the
s table, two were old hands at steeplechasing, the
third being a horse never before seen on the Circuit,
owned and to be ridden by a Doctor Coggins of Dayton.
When Dr. Coggins appeared in the paddock
with his horse, I thought comfortably, "Well, here's
one we're sure to beat". Dr. Coggins, a tall
bespectacled man with an oily hairdo disdained
racing silks. He wore instead a lavendar turtleneck
and an ill fitting hunt cap which sat on the back
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of his head. His horse, a small- boned.unkempt
mare of barely fifteen hands, sto~d deJectedly
with ears pointing straight out sldeways as Dr.
Coggjns, lacking a groom, began to ~addle.her u_:
When mounted a less compatible lookln~ palr cou _
hardly be imagined; the tall gan~ly rlder redu? e;
the homely little mare to p~ny Slze. ~ felt Wl :
some conceit the contrast wlth Hot Sprlngs, a l ~=
handooIDc thoroughbred in the Irish tradition,
neatly brushed and braided by O'Toole.
At the usual ragged start, Dr. Coggins
was left several lengths behind when the mare
balked at a party of picnickers who were trying
to spread a large white cloth in the middle of r=
race course. In a moment, however, the mare
collected herself and shot forward with the spee ~
of a projectile. I t was apparent that the whip
was contra-indicated when the doctor leaned back
against his stirrup irons, which almost touched
the ground, and wrestled for control. A sensibl:
pace was required, the race being three times ar~
a one-mile course, and the jumps almost five fe e7
high.
The other horses, Hot Springs included ,
responded to the challenge as the mare flew by.
None of us could rate our horses, but we knew t h:
pace could not hold up for long. Meanwhile dis a~ awaited as the jumps loomed up ahead. Dr. Coggi n~
already tired from his struggle with the headstr: mare, apparently withdrew from the world of reasLeaning forward in a grotesque caricature of ra c~
position, which he must have seen in some antique print, he and the little mare flew the first j ~~
at breakneck speed in a beautiful symmetric arc, gaining more lengths while in the air.
The second horse hit the jump hard, go i~~
down on the far Side, while the thfud, with gargaL
and fatally tiring effort, leaped over the jumpaE
well as the fallen horse and rider. Hot Spring s
in his practiced way, applied the brakes, sliding
on the wet ground to within a foot of the jump ;
then, ears back, he popped over at the last momenin a most cowardly fashion . Upon landing he tor e
up the turf trying to catch Dr. Cogg ins and the
little mare, now six lengths ahead on the flat .
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We had cut the lead considerably when the
next jump appeared; with the same beautiful Pegasuslike leap the mare gained another three lengths as
Hot Springs dug in all four hooves to accomplish
his frightened little popping action over the
obstacle. The other horse, distracted by this
procedure, collided with the jump in a great clatter
and went down, leaving the field to myself and
Dr. Oogginso
The doctor, not noticeably slackening,
drew furthe r ahead as each obstacle was encountered.
By the fifth fence we were hopelessly outrun, and
a t the sixth, Hot Springs, disconsolate, no doubt,
slid too far and popped into instead of over the
jump . As I accidentally stepped off, Hot Springs,
f ree again, galloped off to the barn. In the
distance loud cheering drew my attention to the
grandstand where I could make out Dr. Ooggins
finishing the race at a more leisurely pace.
At this ignominious moment O'Toole ran
up cluthching a handful of betting receipts.
Breathl essly and profanely he shouted commands for
me to wait right there while he went out to the barn
to retrieve Hot Springs, because then I could
remount and finish.
He was right , of course 9 If I were the
only other one to finish I would receive place money,
over one hundred dollars, and the place bettors
would get their money too. It seemed like quite
a long time, and it was, before O'Toole returned
with Hot Springs, none the worse for wear. It was,
in fact, almost time for the next race.
Remounting was a simple matter, but Hot
Springs was in no mood for jumping. O'Toole, in
anticipation of such a development, had found a
s tout leafy branch recently blown off a willow
tree. As we jogged around the remainder of the
course, O'Toole ran behind brandishing the willow;
he laid it heavily and e~ctively on Hot Springs'
rump as we approached each jump
Presently we
reached the finish line for second money, while
O'Toole pulled up third, and not so sound, on foot.
0
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The last race meet on the Circuit is
always Nashville, an elaborate day of celebrati o~
to which people come from miles around because i ~
is the only horse racing in all of Tennessee.
After Nashville you are hooked on stee ~=
chasing for good. For good, that is, until theday arrives, too soon, when "unruff'led common
sense" rears its ugly head, and middle a ge is he!'=
Louis M. Prince

